FRAFOS, member of the Frequentis group, founded by VoIP experts in 2010 and headquartered in Berlin, Germany, provides high performance and secure real-time communication solutions in the cloud, virtual environment or OTS hardware. Our Session Border Control software steers voice communication in mission-critical Air Traffic Control scenarios, acts as a security firewall and also is widely used by German governmental institutions.

We are seeking a passionate and detail-oriented **Software Engineer in Test** to join our team in Prague and ensure the quality and reliability of our products.

The key responsibilities would be:

- developing of automated tests,
- manual testing of FRAFOS products,
- collaboration with the development team to understand product functionalities and testing requirements,
- bugs tracking process,
- documentation of test procedures and results.

A successful candidate should have:

- Strong Linux background including networking knowledge.
- Proficiency in scripting languages such as Bash and Python.
- Keen attention to detail and precision in executing tasks.
- Strong problem-solving skills and be a fast learner.
- Willingness to learn and adapt to new technologies and testing methodologies,
- Ability to communicate effectively in English.

Experience in the telecommunications sector, specifically with VoIP technologies and understanding of SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) is a big plus.

What we offer:

- competitive salary,
- home office up to 4 days / week,
- room to develop your technical skills and to grow with our company,
- flat hierarchies and work with a team of VoIP pioneers.

If you are a motivated individual with a passion for technology and quality assurance, we would love to hear from you. Please send your resume and a cover letter to jobs@frafos.com.